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Seismic Envelope-Based Detection and Location of Ground-Coupled

Airwaves from Volcanoes in Alaska

by David Fee,* Matt Haney, Robin Matoza, Curt Szuberla, John Lyons, and Chris Waythomas

Abstract Volcanic explosions and other infrasonic sources frequently produce
acoustic waves that are recorded by seismometers. Here we explore multiple tech-
niques to detect, locate, and characterize ground-coupled airwaves (GCA) on volcano
seismic networks in Alaska. GCA waveforms are typically incoherent between sta-
tions, thus we use envelope-based techniques in our analyses. For distant sources and
planar waves, we use f-k beamforming to estimate back azimuth and trace velocity
parameters. For spherical waves originating within the network, we use two related time
difference of arrival (TDOA) methods to detect and localize the source. We investigate a
modified envelope function to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio and emphasize both
high energies and energy contrasts within a spectrogram. We apply these methods to
recent eruptions from Cleveland, Veniaminof, and Pavlof Volcanoes, Alaska. Array
processing of GCA from Cleveland Volcano on 4 May 2013 produces robust detection
and wave characterization. Our modified envelopes substantially improve the short-
term average/long-term average ratios, enhancing explosion detection. We detect GCA
within both the Veniaminof and Pavlof networks from the 2007 and 2013–2014 ac-
tivity, indicating repeated volcanic explosions. Event clustering and forward modeling
suggests that high-resolution localization is possible for GCA on typical volcano seis-
mic networks. These results indicate that GCA can be used to help detect, locate, char-
acterize, and monitor volcanic eruptions, particularly in difficult-to-monitor regions.
We have implemented these GCA detection algorithms into our operational volcano-
monitoring algorithms at the Alaska Volcano Observatory.

Introduction

Low-frequency acoustic waves (infrasound) are often re-
corded by seismometers, particularly near volcanoes and in
regions where energetic acoustic signals are common. These
signals have been considered as representing an acoustic
wave impinging on the Earth’s surface and coupling into the
ground in the form of a Rayleigh or Stoneley wave (Ben-
Menahem and Singh, 1981; Edwards et al., 2007; Ichihara
et al., 2012). Often these signals are ignored or considered
noise and not identified in seismic catalogs (Cochran and
Shearer, 2006). Although they do not make for ideal acoustic
recordings, these ground-coupled airwaves (GCA) have been
used to detect and characterize volcanic explosions (Johnson
and Malone, 2007; De Angelis et al., 2012), meteors
(Edwards et al., 2007), and large acoustic signals in general
(Cochran and Shearer, 2006; Walker et al., 2011), as well as
to infer atmospheric structure (Hedlin et al., 2012). Recent
work has used cross correlation and coherence techniques to
identify infrasound signals on colocated seismic and acoustic

sensors (Ichihara et al., 2012) and to differentiate between
seismic and acoustic waves (Matoza and Fee, 2014).

Infrasonic waves are being increasingly used to detect
and characterize volcanic eruptions, both on a local and global
scale (Fee and Matoza, 2013). Monitoring volcanic eruptions
is challenging and can be expensive, particularly in remote
locations such as Alaska. Clouds and image delays can inhibit
satellite remote sensing, and ground-based systems (such as
seismic systems) are expensive and difficult to maintain. The
resulting data can be ambiguous concerning surficial volcanic
activity. Infrasound can provide valuable quantitative informa-
tion about eruption dynamics (such as volume flux) that are
otherwise challenging to obtain, particularly in real time. In-
frasound networks, however, are still relatively sparse when
compared with their seismic counterparts. Utilizing GCA on
seismometers thus supplements existing infrasound networks
and provides additional information on the eruptions that
would otherwise not be available. Ideally, we would have
dense seismic and acoustic networks to capture unperturbed,
complementary waveforms; however, because this is not fea-
sible in many locations, we use any available data.
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Detection and location of GCA are complicated by vari-
able coupling and a lack of waveform coherence between sta-
tions (De Angelis et al., 2012; Matoza and Fee, 2014). In this
article, we explore (1) the use of GCA to detect, locate, and
characterize volcanic explosions in Alaska; (2) the methods
for GCA detection and localization when standard waveform
cross-correlation fails; and (3) techniques to infer information
on the volcanic explosions themselves and to show how they
can be useful for volcano monitoring. In particular, we focus
on envelope-based techniques and consider scenarios in which
the explosion occurs both within the network (modeled as a
curved wavefront radiating outward) and outside the network
(modeled as a plane wave traversing the network).

Data

We utilize seismic data from networks installed and op-
erated by the Alaska Volcano Observatory (AVO) near vol-
canoes with explosive activity between 2007 and 2015.
These networks are located in remote regions of Alaska
and the Aleutian Islands (Fig. 1) (Dixon et al., 2015). They
represent a mix of short-period and broadband seismometers
in various configurations and environments. Short-period in-
struments are sampled at 100 Hz and broadbands at 50 Hz.

The following paragraphs detail the networks selected and
provide some information on the eruptions studied.

Cleveland Volcano is a regularly active and very remote
volcano in the central Aleutian Islands (Fig. 1). Prior to 2014,
no local monitoring network existed, and the volcano was
primarily monitored using satellite data and remote seismic
and infrasound networks. We refer to De Angelis et al.
(2012) for more information on recent eruptions and geo-
physical observations from Cleveland Volcano. For our
analysis of Cleveland Volcano, we use data from the seismic
network on Okmok Volcano, located ∼140 km to the north-
east on Umnak Island (Fig. 1b). This network comprises
eight short-period and four broadband sensors spread about
Umnak Island. We evaluated an eruption from Cleveland
Volcano that occurred in May 2013 and was recorded well
by the five operational short-period stations of the Okmok
network. No data were received from the broadband stations.
This explosion is representative of activity at the volcano
during this period, which consisted of days to weeks of qui-
escence punctuated by short-duration explosive events that
produced small amounts of tephra that fell primarily on
the upper flanks of the volcano.

Mount Veniaminof Volcano is a large (>300 km3), ac-
tive volcano located on the Alaska Peninsula (Fig. 1). It is

Figure 1. Map and network layouts. (a) Alaska and the three studied volcanoes. (b) Cleveland Volcano (red triangle) in relation to the
Okmok seismic network ∼130–150 km distant. (c) Mt. Veniaminof and associated seismic network, consisting of 10 stations spread over an
∼30 × 30 km2 region. (d) Pavlof Volcano and seismic network of five stations over ∼16 × 15 km2. Contours in (b–d) are determined from
ASTER and ETOPO datasets and are shown at 200, 400, and 400 m, respectively.
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composed of a broad edifice with an 8 × 11 km2 ice-filled
summit caldera (Miller et al., 1998). Frequent small-scale
eruptions have occurred from an intracaldera cone over
the past 30 years. The most recent eruption occurred between
13 June and approximately 20 September 2013 and consisted
of mainly low-level explosions and sustained seismic tremor.
Lava flows erupted in 2013 and flowed off the intracaldera
cone onto the surrounding ice field, but they did not produce
significant melt (Schneider et al., 2013; Dixon et al., 2015).
Veniaminof is monitored by AVO using an eight-station seis-
mic network (Fig. 1c), satellite data, limited visual observa-
tions from the nearby community of Perryville, and remote
infrasound arrays. We search for GCA on all eight seismic
stations of the Veniaminof network.

Pavlof Volcano is a frequently active volcano located on
the lower Alaska Peninsula (Fig. 1). We focus on two recent
eruptions: August–September 2007 and May–October 2013.
These eruptions both consisted of sustained lava fountaining
and intermittent, short-duration explosions. Ash plumes were
emitted up to 8 km above sea level, and extended up to 500 km
from the volcano. Accumulation of spatter occasionally led to
small hot granular avalanches and lahars (Waythomas et al.,
2008, 2014; Haney et al., 2009; Dixon et al., 2015). AVO
operates a five-station short-period seismic network around
Pavlof (Fig. 1d) and uses this and satellite data, limited visual
observations, and remote infrasound arrays to monitor the
volcano. Two seismic stations on the north side of the vol-
cano (PV6 and PN7A) were not operating in 2013. A single
infrasound sensor located at station PN7Awas installed dur-
ing the eruption in 2007 and was not functioning during the
2013 eruption. It is important to note that the active volcanic
cone is located within the seismic networks at both Veniami-
nof and Pavlof, whereas the Okmok network is over 130 km
from Cleveland Volcano.

Methods

We experiment with multiple-event detection and locali-
zation techniques for GCA on the aforementioned volcano
seismic networks. Localization is divided into two regimes
based on the relative location of the source and network
(Szuberla et al., 2006): in-network and out-of-network. The

out-of-network case applies to a source at great distance from
the network, where the acoustic source can be considered to
be in the far field and the incident wave is planar as it prop-
agates across the network. The in-network case applies to
sources within the seismic network where the acoustic wave
is in the near field, radiating outward as a curved wavefront
across the network. Table 1 provides a summary of the prin-
cipal detection and location methods used.

Waveforms are first filtered using a four-pole, zero-
phase, Butterworth filter. The amplitude envelope is calcu-
lated from the absolute value of the analytic signal of the
waveform, also termed the analytic envelope. Envelopes are
detrended and smoothed with a fast Fourier transform-based
1-s-long convolutional filter to remove long-term bias and
filter out short-term noise. After the envelope is calculated
for each waveform, short-term average/long-term average
(STA/LTA) is applied with 1 s STA and 10 s LTA windows.
Only vertical components are used.

Modified Spectrogram

In addition to taking the envelope of a filtered wave-
form, we experiment with modifying the envelope function
to improve the detection and location of acoustic arrivals fol-
lowing the methods of Withers et al. (1998) and particularly
Gibbons et al. (2008). They modified the envelope function
to enhance regions of a time series that show both high en-
ergy and a high-energy contrast between spectrogram win-
dows. This “incoherent array processing” is particularly
effective in increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of sig-
nals within the envelopes and aiding array processing when
cross correlation of waveforms fails. This method has three
major steps and is illustrated on GCA in seismic data in
Figure 2. First, a spectrogram A�f; t� is constructed from
the unfiltered data using the multitaper method of Thomson
(1982) (Fig. 2b). A multitaper spectrogram permits relatively
high-resolution, stable spectral estimates of short data
segments at the cost of being computationally expensive. We
use a window length of 4 s with successive overlapping win-
dows. A modified spectrogram S�f; t� is then computed to
highlight changes in spectrogram energy as a function of
time (Gibbons et al., 2008):

Table 1
Summary of Principal Methods Used in this Study

Method Description Dataset

Modified spectrogram* Multitaper spectrogram scalar function to emphasize
high energy and high-energy contrast

All

f-k beamforming† Slowness-based plane-wave characterization Cleveland Volcano 2013, Okmok seismic network
srcLoc‡ Time difference of arrival (TDOA) localization using

analytical least-squares inversion for spherical acoustic waves
Pavlof Volcano 2007, 2013; Veniaminof Volcano 2013

SPDD§ TDOA localization using station-pair differential travel times Pavlof Volcano 2007, 2013; Veniaminof Volcano 2013

*Withers et al. (1998) and Gibbons et al. (2008).
†For example Johnson and Dudgeon (1992).
‡Szuberla et al. (2009) and Rowell et al. (2014).
§Zhang et al. (2010) and Haney (2010). SPDD, station-pair double difference.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df1;55;321S�f; t� � �log10�A�f�t�� − log10�A�f�t−�� log10�A�f�t��;
�1�

in which the current value of the spectrogram time window
�A�f; t�t��, is multiplied by the difference between the current
and preceding �A�f; t�t−� values, then multiplied by itself.
Last, a scalar function (or modified envelope) is constructed
over a frequency band of interest (Gibbons et al., 2008):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df2;55;223

�S��f1 : f2�; t� � exp
�
1

Nf

Xf2
f�f1

S�f; t�
�
; �2�

in which Nf is the number of discrete frequencies between
f1 and f2 (Fig. 2c). The exponential has the effect of de-
emphasizing negative changes in energy contrast between
two spectrogram windows. The reader is referred to Gibbons
et al. (2008) and Gibbons (2014) for detailed discussion on
this technique. Standard STA/LTA analysis can then be applied
to look for arrivals of interest.

Out-of-Network Localization

For the out-of-network case, we are limited to slowness
vector estimation rather than localization because the wave
crossing the network is assumed to be roughly planar. We
employ a commonly used array processing technique for
slowness vector estimation: f-k beamforming of the enve-
lopes is used to determine the trace velocity (velocity of
the wave across the network) as well as the back azimuth
(bearing from the north) to the source. Least-squares estima-
tion produces similar results to f-k.

In-Network Localization

In-network localization is more complex, and we ex-
plore the effectiveness of two different, but related, methods.
We apply two time difference of arrival (TDOA) methods to
determine the lateral (2D) geographic location of the source.
TDOA methods invert for source location parameters using
differential travel times between station pairs. Differential
travel times are determined for both TDOA methods from
cross correlation of envelopes due to the aforementioned lack
of waveform coherency of the GCA used in this study. The
first TDOA method is termed srcLoc. It has been used exten-
sively for near-source localization of infrasound data and has
been found to provide substantially more accurate source
localization than back-azimuth-based techniques (Szuberla
et al., 2009). The srcLoc technique consists of a two-stage
localization process for best-fitting time difference of arriv-
als: least-squares inversion for source location followed by a
numerical optimization process. The least-squares inversion
is solved analytically for the wavespeed, source location, and
absolute arrival times by finding the best-fitting 3D, hyperbolic
space–time cone. This space–time cone can be visualized as
sound radiating out spherically in time from a 2D source loca-
tion. The inverse solution is then used as a seed into a Nelder–
Mead optimization. A minimum of four sensors are required
for this technique. Compared to traditional earthquake loca-
tion methods that rely on grid search or optimization, srcLoc
solves for the solution analytically. In addition, the second
stage avoids the inversion being caught in a local minima. See
Szuberla et al. (2009), Szuberla and Arnoult (2011), and Row-
ell et al. (2014) for additional details on srcLoc.

The second in-network TDOA localization method is sta-
tion-pair double difference (SPDD). Rather than use event-
pair differential travel times, as is common in earthquake
location (e.g., Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000), SPDD relies
on differential arrival times between station pairs from common
events (Obara, 2002; Haney, 2010; Zhang et al., 2010). Follow-
ing the nomenclature of Zhang et al. (2010), for a single event
we can estimate the travel-time residual for two stations i and j
as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df3;313;121ri �
X2
m�1

∂Ti

∂xm Δxm � Δτ �3�
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Figure 2. Modified spectrogram envelope technique based on
Gibbons et al. (2008). (a) 2–10 Hz filtered waveform for an explo-
sion from Cleveland Volcano. (b) Multitaper spectrogram between
0.1 and 20 Hz. (c) Scalar function derived from the multitaper
spectrogram between 2 and 10 Hz. (d) Comparison of short-term
average/long-term average (STA/LTA) ratios for the filtered data
in (a) (red) and scalar function from (c) (black).
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df4;55;733rj �
X2
m�1

∂Tj

∂xm Δxm � Δτ; �4�

in which T is the travel time, τ is the origin time, x is the 2D
source location, and ∂x is the source location perturbation. The
SPDD is then calculated by subtracting equation (4) from (3):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;df5;55;662ri − rj �
X2
m�1

�∂Ti

∂xm −
∂Tj

∂xm
�
Δxm

� �Ti − Tj�obs − �Ti − Tj�cal; �5�

in which �Ti − Tj�obs is the observed differential arrival time
determined for each station pair through cross correlation of the
envelopes, and �Ti − Tj�cal is the calculated differential travel
time. Equation (5) is a linearization of a nonlinear inverse prob-
lem, which is solved by iteratively applying the relation in
equation (5) and generating new estimates of the calculated
differential travel times until convergence with the observed
differential travel times is achieved based on root mean square
(rms) error. Prior to SPDD location, the detection of an event is
performed on a network of stations. First, we set a minimum
envelope correlation coefficient threshold of 0.55 for a single
station-pair estimate. All station-pair estimates are then ana-
lyzed. A detection is made when at least three stations are
involved in station-pair estimates in which the envelope corre-
lation coefficient threshold is exceeded. For the 2007 Pavlof
data shown in later sections, we require all five working sta-
tions, rather than the minimum number of three, be used for
detection. This helps achieve higher-quality locations. After de-
tection, locations are accepted if the rms error is less than 1 s.
Envelopes are also smoothed using a 1 s convolutional filter.

Results

Out-of-Network Detection and Localization

Following the work of De Angelis et al. (2012), we ana-
lyze the GCA from an explosive eruption of Cleveland Volcano
in May 2013. We apply STA/LTA analysis of the filtered data
and compare it to STA/LTA for the smoothed envelopes and
modified spectrogram envelopes. Figure 3b shows a 2–10 Hz
filtered record section for the five operating stations on Okmok
Volcano, sorted by distance from Cleveland Volcano, with am-
plitudes normalized. There is a clear arrival on all five stations,
typically lasting∼30 s. Figure 3b,c shows the same record sec-
tion, but this time for the smoothed waveform envelopes and
modified spectrogram envelopes. STA/LTA analysis of these
data corresponding to a propagation velocity across the net-
work of 340� 30 m=s from the direction of Cleveland Vol-
cano (240.5°) reveals a clear peak that is visible on all five
stations. This corresponds to an acoustic wave from an explo-
sive eruption at Cleveland Volcano at ∼12:59 UTC on 4 May
2013. In fact, automated STA/LTA analysis of the filtered data
was used by AVO to detect this explosion in near-real time
(similar to De Angelis et al., 2012). Although clear peaks oc-
cur in all iterations of the waveforms, envelopes, and STA/LTA

application, the smoothed envelopes and modified spectro-
grams have the highest overall STA/LTA ratios: peaks of 8–13
and 8–12, respectively, versus 3–14 for the filtered data. This
is consistent with analysis of other GCA events from
Cleveland Volcano. In addition, the aforementioned STA/LTA
methods are focused on impulsive arrivals. Detection of more
emergent and long-lasting events, such as volcanic tremor,
would likely require modifications to our methods.

The f-k beamforming of the data provides accurate trace
velocity and azimuth estimates for the two envelope-based
methods but not for the filtered data. Figure 4a–c shows
the f-k beamforming results for the 2–10 Hz filtered wave-
forms, smoothed envelopes, and modified spectrogram enve-
lopes. These plots represent relative beam strength as a
function of slowness. We select this frequency band to maxi-
mize the SNR. The f-k beamforming for the filtered wave-
forms reveals two very broad lobes and no clear peak
location, whereas the smoothed envelope and modified spec-
trograms provide realistic estimates of acoustic trace velocity
and back azimuth (0:352 km=s, 239.5° and 0:340 km=s,
239.0°, respectively). The beam pattern for the smoothed
envelopes is relatively sharp with a single lobe, whereas the
beam pattern for the modified spectrogram envelope is
slightly broader with a small sidelobe. The actual back
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Figure 3. Data from the 5 May 2013 Cleveland Volcano explo-
sion on the Okmok seismic network. (a) Multitaper spectrogram,
(b) 2–10 Hz filtered waveforms, (c) smoothed envelopes, and
(d) spectrogram envelopes. Amplitudes for each trace are normal-
ized and plotted as a function of distance from the source.
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azimuth to Cleveland Volcano is 240.5°; and, although the
exact trace velocity is unconstrained without accurate tem-
perature data, both estimates are likely close to the actual
wave propagation velocity. As expected, cross-correlation val-
ues between station pairs are low for the filtered waveforms
(∼0:1–0:2) and higher for the smoothed envelopes (0.7–0.95)
and modified spectrogram envelopes (0.45–0.94). Least-
squares array processing of the same data produces similar
results to the f-k analysis.

This explosion was also recorded by the Okmok infra-
sound array. At the time of the explosion, only 3/4 of the infra-
sound array elements were functioning. The three remaining
elements form an array roughly perpendicular to a plane wave
originating from Cleveland Volcano, which means wave char-
acterization will be poor for the array. The f-k and least-
squares analysis of the Okmok infrasound array gives a trace
velocity of 0:383 km=s and 230.6° (Fig. 4d), compared to the
actual back azimuth of 245.0° and assumed trace velocity of
∼0:34 km=s. The beam pattern in Figure 4d shows a broad re-
gion of beam power and poorly definedmaximum. This is likely
related to the aforementioned array configuration and missing
element. Also of note is that this explosion was recorded as

a GCA on other seismic stations hundreds of kilometers west
of Cleveland Volcano, as well as the infrasound array in Dilling-
ham, 992 km to the east.

In-Network Detection and Localization

In-network detection and localization is performed on
data from eruptions of Veniaminof and Pavlof Volcanoes.
For Veniaminof, we select a three-hour period of seismic data
from 11 October 2013. All eight stations of the Veniaminof
seismic network were operating at the time, and reports of
audible explosions were made from a remote location∼60 km
northeast of the active vent. We applied the SPDD method to
the Veniaminof data and found 25 GCA events coherent on
three of eight stations: VNNF, VNHG, and VNSG. The three
stations with coherent GCA range between ∼10 and 21 km
from the vent and are located to the east-northeast. Figure 5
shows a 2 min record section filtered between 2 and 10 Hz
for these three stations and a map of the station and detection
locations. Detection locations cluster within ∼1 km south of
the active vent. The srcLoc technique was not able to locate
any GCA from Veniaminof Volcano, because it requires a min-
imum of four stations to function.
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Figure 4. f-k beamforming comparison for the traces in Figure 3. (a) Filtered waveforms, (b) smoothed envelopes, (c) modified spectro-
gram envelopes, and (d) Okmok infrasound array. Thewhite “×” indicates peak beam power, and the black line indicates the theoretical azimuth
to Cleveland. Beamforming for both envelope methods (b,c) provides robust array parameters, in contrast to the marginal results for the filtered
waveforms (a) and impaired Okmok infrasound array (d). The beamwidth and sidelobes are smallest for the smoothed envelopes (b).
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Detection and localization methods are applied to the 2007
and 2013 eruptions of Pavlof Volcano. First, we apply STA/LTA
to an explosion from the 2013 eruption. We select an event from
23 May 2013 21:08–21:10 UTC, the same as in Figure 6 of
Waythomas et al. (2014), in which they used STA/LTA of the
envelopes to detect explosions from the eruption. The Pavlof
Volcano GCA have relatively high-frequency content, so we fil-
ter the data between 7 and 20 Hz (compared to 2–10 Hz for the
Okmok data for Cleveland and Veniaminof Volcanoes) and re-
move the travel time across the network. Figure 6 shows a com-
parison of the STA/LTA results for the filtered waveforms,
smoothed envelope, and modified spectrogram envelopes. Clear
peaks are visible for all methods and all stations but are substan-
tially higher for the envelopemethods. STA/LTA peaks for filtered
waveforms are 2.5–6.5 compared to 9.0–16.0 for the smoothed
envelope, and 10.5–24.5 for the modified spectrogram.

SPDD and srcLoc are now applied to the 2007 eruption
of Pavlof Volcano. Five out of six seismic stations were run-
ning at the time (Fig. 1d). Data between 15 August and 15
September 2007 are analyzed for coherent GCA. We first ana-
lyze a single explosion for comparison between the methods.
Figure 7 shows a record section of the 7–20 Hz filtered wave-
forms, smoothed envelopes, and SPDD (blue) and srcLoc
(green) locations. Clear arrivals are apparent on all five stations
lasting 5–10 s. A seismic arrival, generally concentrated at
lower frequencies (Garces and Hansen, 1998), shows up clearly
on the closest stations (PV6 and PN7A). Both methods place
the source location for this event roughly 100–200 m east of
Pavlof Volcano’s summit (Fig. 7c). Applying SPDD to the rest
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Figure 5. Mt. Veniaminof data and map. (a) Multitaper spectro-
gram and (b) filtered waveforms for the three stations that detected
the ground-coupled airwaves. (c) The topographic map of Veniami-
nof with the station-pair double difference (SPDD) locations (orange
dots). The active vent is denoted by a red triangle and the seismic
stations as white squares.
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of the data produces 559 events. These events are plotted in
Figure 8 and form a relatively tight cluster east-southeast of
the summit, suggesting they are volcanic in origin and that our
processing parameters are robust. Application of srcLoc to the
entire dataset produces similar results.

Discussion

Application of various detection and localization tech-
niques to GCA on volcano-seismic networks in Alaska pro-
vides insight into volcanic activity that otherwise is not
available using traditional processing. For Cleveland Volcano,
as first shown by De Angelis et al. (2012), GCA from even
moderately sized, impulsive volcanic explosions can be de-
tected on distant seismic networks using relatively standard
array processing techniques. This is valuable for detecting vol-
canic activity in remote areas, such as the Aleutian Islands,
that would otherwise go undetected; distinguishing between
seismic and acoustic events on a seismic network; and differ-

entiating nonvolcanic versus volcanic events. Our results sug-
gest event detection, timing, and back-azimuth and trace-
velocity estimates appear robust and compare favorably to
theoretical values. This is particularly true when the waveform
envelopes are smoothed and modified using a spectrogram-
derived envelope. The GCA results are also more accurate com-
pared to those from a nearby infrasound array. This infrasound
array had a sub-optimal array response due to a nonfunctional
element, which contributed to its poor wave-parameter estima-
tion. We believe a fully operational infrasound array would
provide similar results to the GCA processing. Note that am-
plitude information is not obtained using these techniques, so
the explosion strength is unconstrained.

The TDOA methods provided robust localization of GCA
events as well. For the Veniaminof eruption, near-constant
seismic tremor was detected over a period of many months
(Schneider et al., 2013), but differentiating subsurface tremor
versus surface degassing and explosions was difficult. Appli-
cation of the SPDD technique to the seismic network for a
three-hour test period revealed coherent acoustic waves that
are interpreted as explosions from the active vent. These
explosions were not detected with other methods at this
difficult-to-monitor volcano. Eruption style and potential
hazard are thus better understood and characterized. For Pav-
lof Volcano, GCA have been studied in the past to examine
the volcanic conduit and number of explosions (Garces and
Hansen, 1998; Waythomas et al., 2014). Similar to Veniami-
nof Volcano, our methods permit the detection of acoustic
waves (hence explosions) and distinguishing between sub-
surface (seismic) and surface (acoustic) activity. This has im-
portant implications for hazard monitoring for Pavlof
Volcano, as explosive degassing and subsequent acoustic
waves suggest the potential for hazardous ash plumes (Fee
and Matoza, 2013). Pavlof Volcano often transitions from
sustained lava fountaining to short-duration, repeating explo-
sions (Waythomas et al., 2014), and the methods presented
here permit a distinction between the two.

STA/LTA ratios are commonly used for detection of
events. The smoothed and modified spectrogram envelopes
shown here produce higher STA/LTA ratios than filtered
waveforms alone. GCA events are often difficult to detect due
to low SNR, and therefore these methods are valuable for in-
creased event detection. It is likely that these methods could
improve STA/LTA ratios of other seismic events.

Pavlof Volcano often erupts at different locations on the
summit, and the vent location has important hazard implica-
tions (Waythomas et al., 2014). In 2007, the primary eruptive
vent was ∼130 m southeast of the summit (Fig. 8c), which is
consistent with the clustering of GCA in Figure 8a,b. This
suggests TDOA methods may provide relatively high-
resolution (<200 m) localization of GCA using typical
volcano seismic networks (e.g., 5� seismic stations over an
∼15 × 15 km2 region). It may also be possible to differentiate
between multiple vents and track the opening of new fissures
(e.g., Cannata et al., 2011; Fee et al., 2011).
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Figure 7. Pavlof Volcano explosion from 2007 with (a) spectro-
gram, (b) filtered waveforms, (c) smoothed envelopes, and (d) time
difference of arrival localization comparison. Both srcLoc (green)
and SPDD (blue) produce similar locations, 0.38 and 0.46 km, re-
spectively, close to the actual volcanic vent (red).
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We now comment on the resolution of our TDOA locali-
zation methods at Pavlof Volcano using synthetic data and
forward modeling. Similar to Rowell et al. (2014), we create
synthetic signals with varying SNR originating from Pavlof
Volcano’s summit and propagating out to each station at
340 m=s. Our synthetic data for each channel consists of a
10 s broadband signal inserted into a 120 s data segment.
Both the signal and noise have a 1=f rolloff and are gener-
ated using random numbers. We then vary the SNR at 0, 0.5,
1, and 5 dB. The data are filtered, and the smoothed envelope
is taken and inserted into both srcLoc and SPDD. Figure 9
shows the synthetic location results for both methods with
1000 iterations for each SNR value, along with 95% confi-

dence intervals. The srcLoc confidence intervals for each
SNR are as follows: SNR � 0, ∼340 × 700 m; SNR � 0:5,
∼290 × 560 m; SNR � 1, ∼240 × 500 m; and SNR � 5,
∼80 × 170 m. The SPDD confidence intervals are similar in
size: SNR � 0, ∼400 × 430 m; SNR � 0:5, ∼430 × 470 m;
SNR � 1, ∼280 × 310 m; and SNR � 5, ∼60 × 70 m. Ex-
plosion GCAs at Pavlof Volcano generally have SNRs>1 dB
and often >5 dB, so srcLoc and SPDD have the potential to
locate sources within ∼100 m of the true source for the five-
station Pavlof network. This further suggests the clustering
of events to the southeast of Pavlof Volcano’s summit in
2007 is a source feature rather than a resolution issue and
indicates promise for future applications. We further note

Figure 8. SPDD locations for the 2007 Pavlof eruption. (a) Topographic map of the Pavlof seismic network (white squares), summit (red
triangle), and SPDD locations (orange dots). (b) Enlarged view of the Pavlof summit. Yellow diamond denotes actual vent location, which is
in good agreement with the SPDD locations. (c) Photograph of the south flank of Pavlof Volcano, showing the summit and actual vent
location. (Photo by C. Waythomas, Alaska Volcano Observatory [AVO]).
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that, although a 1D velocity structure seems reasonable for
Pavlof Volcano, we still expect the GCAwaveforms between
stations to be incoherent (thus necessitating the use of enve-
lopes and incoherent array processing). Green (2015)
showed that coherence loss between infrasound sensors can
be significant at scale lengths of even a few kilometers,
largely due to signal multipathing.

The TDOA methods presented here have assumptions and
limitations that may reduce their effectiveness. First, the effi-
ciency of air–ground coupling may be variable and depend on
numerous factors such as near-surface geology, frequency,
topography, etc. (e.g., Madshus et al., 2005; Hinzen, 2007).
Our methods assume a constant sound velocity, thus advection
of sound from wind, scattering from topography, and differ-
ences between source–receiver elevations may all cause signifi-
cant deviations in the actual travel times (Fee and Matoza,
2013). For the Pavlof data, a constant velocity seems reason-
able, because the localization is fairly tightly clustered and
close to the actual source. The Veniaminof GCAwere only de-
tected to the east-northeast, which is consistent with regional
winds blowing strongly to the northeast, and perhaps variable
coupling. Upwind propagation to the other stations is likely
hindered. This may partially explain the relatively large offset
(>1 km) in the source location as well. Our methods also as-
sume a single point source. Extended sources and multiple
sources are better suited for backprojection techniques (Walker

and Shearer, 2009; Haney, 2014). The smoothing of the
envelope likely reduces the resolution of the source location as
well, although it provides a general increase in coherence. The
variety of seismic networks in the world and variable source–
receiver ranges requires multiple techniques be used (e.g., pla-
nar versus spherical waves propagating across the network).
Finally our method is tuned primarily to impulsive signals (ex-
plosions), rather than sustained signals (tremor or jetting). (See
Fee and Matoza, 2013, and Matoza et al., 2014, for a more in-
depth discussion of volcano infrasound signal properties.)

Conclusions

Multiple methods are explored for detection and locali-
zation of GCA on volcano-seismic networks in Alaska. We
use envelope-based techniques, because the GCAwaveforms
are typically not coherent between stations separated by kilo-
meters. These detection and location techniques are effective
for GCA on a variety of networks. STA/LTA-based detection
is improved by using smoothed envelopes and modified
envelopes derived from spectrograms that emphasize time
periods with both high energy and high-energy contrast.
Back azimuth and trace velocity for GCA are accurately de-
termined for an explosion from Cleveland Volcano on a dis-
tant seismic network. These parameters are more accurate
than the parameters estimated using data from a nearby infra-
sound array hindered by a missing element, supporting the
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use of GCA in this situation. Two different TDOA methods are
used for a spherical acoustic wave propagating across a seis-
mic network. Both methods produced fairly high-resolution
localization of volcanic sources at Veniaminof and Pavlof
Volcanoes. The five-station Pavlof seismic network is able to
locate acoustic events to within ∼100 m of the actual source,
which, for the 2007 eruption, corresponds to a vent southeast
of the summit.

The methods presented here can provide fairly robust
detection, parameter estimation, and location of acoustic
sources recorded by seismic networks. GCA can help char-
acterize explosive activity for remote or sparsely monitored
volcanoes that are difficult to access, such as those in
Alaska. We have now implemented these methods at AVO
for Cleveland and Pavlof Volcanoes and are using these
techniques for detection of future activity and to distinguish
between different types of events. Future improvements for
both research and monitoring purposes could involve using
a combination of seismic and acoustic networks (to increase
station density) and more advanced propagation modeling
and localization (Kim and Lees, 2015). These methods could
also be helpful in chemical and nuclear explosion monitoring.
Finally seismic–acoustic coherence of collocated sensors (Ma-
toza and Fee, 2014) may also help differentiate between signal
and noise (as a function of frequency) and improve timing
constraints.

Data and Resources

Seismic data used in this article came from the Alaska
Volcano Observatory (AVO) network and are available at the
Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology Data
Management Center (www.iris.edu, last accessed December
2015). Observations of volcanic activity were made by AVO
and are detailed on its website (www.avo.alaska.edu, last ac-
cessed December 2015). Topographic maps were created us-
ing ASTER and ETOPO5 digital elevation model data.
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